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ABSTRACT
Zz-structures are particular data structures capable of rep-
resenting both hypertextual information and contextual in-
terconnections among different information.
The focus of this paper is to stimulate new research on this
topic, by providing, in a state of the art survey, a short de-
scription and comparison of all the material that, to the
best of our knowledge, is related to zz-structures: infor-
mal and formal descriptions, implementations, languages,
demonstrations, projects and applitudes of zz-structures; in
fact, despite their large use in different fields, the literature
lacks of an exhaustive and up-to-date description of them.

1. INTRODUCTION
Zz-structures are xanalogical structures that were first pro-
posed by Ted Nelson [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30]: information is
stored inside cells which may also be linked to other cells,
forming complex graphs.
Research on this topic has been active and different imple-
mentations (see, e.g., [1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 23, 16, 17, 18, 29]),
applitudes (see, e.g., [5, 6, 9, 10, 22, 24, 31]) and some for-
mal models ([12, 13, 14, 15, 20, 21]) have been proposed.
Implementations are distinct from applitudes; in fact, an
“applitude is not merely an application that has been de-
signed to work with ZigZag data, but is rather a part of a
zz-structure, utilizing a set of views and dimensions in order
to express a specific functionality over a particular part of
that space” [24].
Our focus is to stimulate interest on this topic. To this
aim we shortly illustrate, examine, and compare, in a state
of the art survey, all the material that, to the best of our
knowledge, is related to zz-structures.

This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we give an
informal description of zz-structures, summarizing in Sec-
tion 3 existing formal formulations; Section 4 is dedicated
to known implementations. At end of each section, we sum-
marize and compare respectively formal descriptions, imple-
mentations and applitudes of zz-structures. Finally, Sec-
tion 6 concludes the paper.

2. A GENERAL INTRODUCTION
A zz-structure can be thought of as a space filled with cells
each of which may contain data (integers, text, images, au-
dio, etc.), and connections to other cells [30].

Sequences of cells connected through links of the same color
define dimensions, each of which may be composed of dif-

ferent connected chains of cells called ranks. An example
of zz-structure is shown in Figure 1 where normal, dotted
and thick lines represent three different dimensions. The
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Figure 1: An example of zz-structure.

starting and the ending cells of a rank are called, headcell
and tailcell respectively, and the direction from the start-
ing (ending) to the ending (starting) cell is called posward
(respectively, negward). Each cell has at most one connec-
tion in the posward direction, and one in the negward di-
rection of the same color, thus ensuring that all paths are
non-branching, and embodying the simplest possible mech-
anism for traversing links. Dimensions are used to project
different structures: ordinary lists are viewed in one dimen-
sion; spreadsheets and hierarchical directories in many di-
mensions.

These structures may be viewed in different ways: e.g., a
raster is a way of selecting the cells from a structure, while
a view is a way of placing the cells on a screen. In two-
dimensional rectangular views cells are placed, using differ-
ent rasters, on a Cartesian plane where the dimensions in-
crease going down and to the right. The simplest raster is
the row and column raster, i.e., two rasters which are the
same but rotated of 90 degrees from each other.

The focus is a cell that is chosen and placed at the center
of the plane (cursor centric view) and may be changed by
moving the cursor horizontally and vertically. In a row view
I (respectively, in a column view H), a rank is chosen and
placed vertically (horizontally), then the related ranks are
placed horizontally (vertically). All the cells are denoted
by different numbers. An example of H-view, related to zz-
structure of Figure 1 and with focus v2, is shown in Figure 2.
Note that in a view the same cell may appear in different

positions as it may represent the intersection of different
dimensions.
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Figure 2: An H-view related to the zz-structure of

Figure 1.

3. THE FORMALMODEL
A detailed formal description of zz-structures is presented in
[11]; in this section we summarize the main ideas concerning
the development of formal models.

The first formal model was proposed in [20], and later recon-
sidered and extended in [21]. These works deploy the idea
that a zz-structure resembles a graph, where nodes repre-
sent cells and sequence of edges represent dimensions. A
zz-structure is so defined as a directed multigraph with col-
ored edges (i.e., a graph where pair of nodes may have mul-
tiple colored edges connecting them), where each node has
at most one outcoming edge and one outgoing edge for each
color. Moreover, each of the edge colors corresponds to a
different spatial dimension, thus there are paths or cycles of
the same color.

These structures can be visualized, via H or I views, as trees.
An interesting issue is discussed in [20, 21]: zz-structures are
compared with mSpaces and Polyarchies, generating a tax-
onomy of a graph structure, where zz-structures generalize
lists, 2D arrays, trees and also polyarchies; polyarchies gen-
eralize mSpace polyarchies. Finally zz-structures and edge-
colored multigraph generalize each other. The works [20, 21]
have been re-considered, and extended in [13, 14, 15] where
the authors propose a better and deeply formalized model,
together with some novel concepts. In particular, in [13]
the authors re-propose the notion of local orientation used
in the field of distributed computing, in order to formally
define the concept of posward and negward directions.

Reference Characteristics
[20, 21] zz-structure as a directed multigraph with

colored edges, edge colors are dimensions, H/I

views are trees, taxonomy of graph structure
[13] deeply formalized model, notion of local ori−

entation dynamical addition of connections
[14] extend notion of view to to n-dimensions H/I

views, 3-dimensions extended H/I views, etc.
[15] displaying of neighbouring views

Table 1: Formal definitions.

The resulting refined model is also the base for the defini-
tion of a dynamic actor-based model where actors can add
new connections between cells of the zz-structure, i.e., can
modify its structure. In [14] the authors also extend the
standard notion of view to higher dimensional views, e.g.,
to n-dimensions H and I views, 3-dimensions extended H

and I views, etc.. Finally, in [15] they propose techniques
that allow users to display neighbouring views, i.e., views
centered in a cell at distance one from the previous one.

Table 1 summarizes all the known formal models.

4. IMPLEMENTATIONS
This section presents the ZigZag

TM
1 implementations, di-

viding them into three categories: ZigZag Virtual Interac-
tive Machines, languages and demonstrations.

4.1 Zzvims
A zzvim (term used by Nelson in [30]) is a ZigZag Virtual
Interactive Machine, implemented to view and manipulate
the universe of zzcells. The literature proposes a list of dif-
ferent zzvims, each of which presents some new features with
respect to the previous ones. A list of zzvims that have al-
ready been programmed (Azz, Ezz, Gzz and Zzz, and Lzz)
is cited in [30].
The first implementation of ZigZag was realized by Andrews
Pam in 1997 with Azz, a full open-source implementation of
zzvim, that offers only row and column views. Initially pro-
posed only for Linux, in 1998 Azz was also able to run under
Windows.
From 2000 to 2003, the Hyperstructure Group of the Univer-
sity of Jyväskylä (Finland), directed by Tuomas J. Lukka,
implemented in Java a collaborative, open-source version
GZigZag [17], successively called Gzz and finally replaced
by the Fenfire project [16]. Gzz extends the features of Azz,
by offering several views (not only row and column views),
moreover, it accepts zz-structures via XML, and represents
them using RDF (Resource Description Framework) graphs.
In the same years, Les Carr of the University of Southamp-
ton implemented, in different platforms, i.e., HTML/XML/
XSLT, Lzz [8], a prototype that works client-side with vari-
ous results in different browsers and implements much of the
ZigZag infrastructure directly as JavaScript variables rather
than ZigZag cells.
Successively, in 2003, Mikhail Seliverstov generated a re-
implementation of Azz, called Ezz. Implemented in Java,
Ezz runs on Mac and Windows and puts out and accepts
XML as Gzz.
A successive version by Jeremy Alan Smith is Zzz: De-
veloped in C with Python and running on many different
platforms, i.e., Windows, Linux and Mac, it supports the
routine-by-routine conversion of Azz and it is extensible in
Python. It also offers some 3D views in OpenGL.
A research project on bio-informatics [23] (by Adam Moore,
Tim Brailsford, and Helen Ashman of the University of Not-
tigham) highlights some limitations of the Gzz platform for
real applications: Gzz is not designed to handle large vol-
umes of data; it is dependent upon an obsolete version of
Java; and it is no longer maintained by the original develop-
ers. On this basis, [23] develops a new server-based imple-

1”ZigZag” is a registered trademark in the U.S.A. for the
zzstructure-based software of Project Xanadu.
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Name Chracteristics Platforms
Azz Only row/ column views Linux/Windows
Gzz [17] several views, accepts zz-structure via XML, Java Unix and MS-Windows
Lzz [8] applied client side HTML/XML/XSLT
Ezz reimplementation of Azz, accepts zz-structure via XML Java, on Mac/Windows
Zzz C with Python, Windows/Linux/Mac OS Routine-by-routine conversion of Azz, exten

sible in Python some 3D views in OpenGL
Mantra server [23] C++, client-server model, Mac OSX/Ubuntu Linux

new language Mantra
Diablo [1] Python, replacement back-end for Mantra Mac OSX/ Ubuntu Linux
BigBag [4] implementation in XML of an EAD finding aid Windows, Linux and Mac
Rzz [2] industrial version of ZigZag Unix and MS-Windows

Table 2: Zzvim implementations.

mentation of ZigZag, called the Mantra server (2002-2006)
that uses a client-server model, and introduces a new lan-
guage, called Mantra. The Mantra server is written in C++
and runs on Mac OSX and Ubuntu Linux.
In order to demonstrate the ZigZag navigation in the mantraf
client (Flash) without the need to patch and build from
source, in 2008 it has been developed Diablo [1], a simple
ad-hoc replacement back-end for Mantra with a single-user
server and partial query processor implemented in Python.
Diablo is not a database and it stores zz-structures using
JSON (JavaScript Object Notation).
A new prototype, called BigBag, has been created by a
project [4] directed by Ian G. Anderson of the University
of Glasgow; BigBag is a ZigZag implementation in XML of
an EAD finding aid (Gateway to Archives of Scottish Higher
Education - GASHE) to support a flexible visualization cre-
ated in Flash.
Currently on the pages [2] of Xanadu project it is announced
an industrial version of ZigZag, called Rzz. Table 2 summa-
rizes the zzvim implementations.

4.2 Languages
Different zz-structured languages [18] have been proposed
by a research group at the University of Jyväskylä (Fin-
land). One of the first ZigZag-based languages is Thales
Clang whose main feature is that everything is an expression
(ranks, dimensions, etc.) thus can be evaluated to a value.
This language has however never been fully implemented.
Flowing Clang, is the first ZigZag scripting language in Gzz
and the first ZigZag language implementation that features
a debugger showing the entire operation of the program in-
side the zz-structure. The third implementation of GZigZag
is Clasm and is used to implement some essential features
of the GZigZag client.

Finally, Nuzzl (NU ZigZag Language), is a spatial program-
ming language in ZigZag space implemented by Jeremy Smith
(see [29]). Table 3 summarizes ZigZag languages.

4.3 Demos for Web browsers
Different demonstrations, ranging in a big variety of fields,
have been developed by Les Carr of the University of Southamp-
ton [7]; they use an XML/XSL/JavaScript implementation
of Zigzag in a Web browser, achieving interaction by dy-
namic HTML and storing the data either as XML or Java-
Script declarations embedded in an HTML framework:

Name Characteristic
Thales Clang [18] everything is an expression, never

fully implemented
Flowing Clang [18] ZigZag scripting language in Gzz,

debugs showing operation of the
program inside the zz-structure

Clasm [18] implements essential features of
the GZigZag client

Nuzzl [29] spatial programming language
in ZigZag space

Table 3: Zigzag languages.

• the Schedule Demo highlights how new dimensions can
make personal record-keeping easier;

• the Holm Family Demo models a complicated structure
such as the family tree using GZigZag; in GZigZag, the
user only needs to create new cells and connect them
along different dimensions, in usual computer systems
instead this requires the generation of a specific dedi-
cated program;

• the PicZag Demo is a test which just demonstrates
that in ZigZag it is possible use any kind of data: Pic-
tures, sound or videos.

• the Function Demo shows how a function can be eval-
uated as part of the automatic rendering of a cell, or
when requested by a user.

• the London Underground Demo contains the basic in-
frastructure of the Central London underground routes
in terms of the major lines (cells are train stations, di-
mensions are train lines). It also links underground
stations to attractions above, and different touristic
attractions above ground.

Table 4 summarizes the demos.

5. APPLITUDES
An interesting characteristic of zz-structures is their flexibil-
ity: data may be stored and efficiently retrieved by following
the ”meaning” of each dimension. E.g., in an e-learning con-
text, a dimension may represent a studying topic, let us say
ancient history, thus following this particular dimension the
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Name Characteristic
Schedule Personal record-keeping
Holm Family A family tree
PicZag Test proving the use of

any kind of data
Function Function evaluation
London Underground London underground routes

Table 4: Zigzag demos.

user may navigate and extract all the information related to
ancient Greeks. Another nice feature of zz-structures is that
they allow to display cells, i.e., data, on the space, providing
a nice overview and an easy reading of its contents. Given
its powerful characteristics, these structures have been ex-
ploited to solve many different real-world problems. In this
section, we give a very short description of the ones that, to
the best of our knowledge, have been proposed in the litera-
ture. As the reader will notice, these problems range in very
different and not closely related fields. As we have men-
tioned in the introduction, we will use the term applitude to
refer to “a part of a zz-structure, utilizing a set of views and
dimensions in order to express a specific functionality over
a particular part of that space” [24].

Bionformatics Workspace. Bioinformatics is a field in which
computer science techniques are applied to biology. In bi-
ology information is wide, complex, interrelated, thus there
is a very strong need for efficient storage and query mecha-
nisms, and zz-structures easily provide all these features. In
particular, bioinformatics aims at properly reorganizing this
information in order to, e.g., devise treatments for diseases.
Two different applications of zz-structures to bioinformatics
have been presented in [22, 24].
In [22], the authors propose the use zz-structures for the
structure/binding prediction of new molecules that are nec-
essary for the design of new drugs. To this aim, it is im-
portant to define efficient mechanisms for the choice of a
molecule that will mimic an interaction at a specific place
(called “active site”) with a particular protein.
In [24] the authors propose a Bioinformatics Workbench, i.e.,
an information manager for bioinformatics. They store dif-
ferent information in a zz-structure and organize it in what
they call zzLists.

Grid models. The massive use of the Web’s functionality
and the need to gather enough computational resources for
running different applications at different heterogeneous lo-
cations are some of the aspects that have led to the birth of
the grid infrastructure.
In [13], the authors concentrate on AZ, a grid model based
on an extension Actor-based of Zz-structures. They provide
a formal description of virtual organizations (V Os), mean-
ingful part of a particular grid infrastructure, the data grid.
The choice of modeling with zz-structures some fundamen-
tal parts of a grid, such as the organizations, responds to
key aspects of grids, that are, e.g., composition of resources,
closure and fractal properties [19]; also, zz-structures are
minimalist and may be defined in a recursive way, by com-
position, generating local and global grids, or a hierarchy
of grids, and larger grids can be constructed by composing
smaller (perhaps local) grids.

Cellular phones. Typically, cellular phones contain several
items of information, almost all of which are related to each
other: contacts are associated to individual phone numbers;
phone numbers are related to both individual phone conver-
sations and SMS texts; contacts also have addresses; and so
on. Although the intertwined relationships of these items
are complex, in the current generations of phones, this in-
formation is stored using a simplistic model, and often the
underlying connectivity is severely constrained.
zzPhone [24] is a ZigZag phone applitude which exploits the
powerful viewing features of zz-structures; by selecting an
item of information and the connected dimensions of inter-
est, it is possible to see the item in the desired context and
manage a wide set of connections, not directly accessible in
traditional systems.

Web-based education. Web-based education has become a
very important area of educational technology and a chal-
lenge for semantic Web techniques. Web-based education
enables learners and authors (teachers) to access a wide
quantity of continuously updated educational sources. In
order to simplify the learning process of learners and the
course organization process of authors, it is important to of-
fer them tools to: 1) Identify the collection of “interesting”
documents; 2) store the found collection of documents in
adequate structures; create personalized adaptive paths and
views for learners.
In this area, we discuss of two works [14] and [5], that exploit
the power of zz-structures for the organization and retrieval
of information.
In [14] the authors concentrate their attention on point 2);
in particular, they assume that an author has a collection of
available documents on a given topic that have to be orga-
nized in concept maps, suitable for different learners. Au-
thors need adequate tools to organize documents in a con-
cept space, and to create semantic interconnections and per-
sonalized maps. The proposed solution is based on the use
of zz-structures, and extends the concepts of H and I views
from a number 2 towards a number n > 2 of dimensions,
in order to present a new concept map model for e-learning
environments. [5] provides a tool for supporting the authors
in their tasks of selecting and grouping the learning mate-
rial. The ‘à la’ (Associative Linking of Attributes) in Edu-
cation enhances the search engine results by extracting the
attributes (keywords and document formats) from the text.
The relationships between the attributes are established and
visualized using the ZigZag principles.

Virtual museum tours. Guided tours inside virtual muse-
ums have strong similarities to standard information sys-
tems searches. In virtual learning museums, users explore a
structured hyperspace with context-adapted narration, in-
teracting with a system that recreates a real life museum
tour guided by a real museum guide. Generally, museums
have sites that assume standard figures of users and do not
allow personalized visits, based on different interests, back-
grounds, etc.
In [15] the authors present an application to the user tours
of virtual museums, that exploits the retrieval power of zz-
structures. In particular, the authors consider the formal
model presented in [14] for the visualization of personalized
views, recreate it in the context of virtual museum tours,
and extend it in order to allow the users to interact with
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the system and (partially) choose and personalize the path
to follow during their navigation. That is, they show how
users may first create and display personalized H-views, and
then personalize their paths, by deciding to which neighbor-
ing view they will move, what dimension they would like to
add/remove, and so on. During this navigation process, the
users can also store the information they find interesting in
an album, in order to create a personal, re-usable workspace.

Archival finding aids. As more archival finding aids, of in-
creasing complexity, become available on-line the difficulty
of browsing and navigating the results increases. This is
particularly the case when the finding aids are implemented
in EAD (Encoded Archival Description) a hierarchical or-
ganization of archival collections, typically implemented in
XML. In part, navigational difficulties are inherent in any
hierarchical structure, but also they are a symptom of the
lack of innovation in visualizing archival information.
In [4], the author develops a novel approach for structuring
and visualizing archival information by applying a flexible
visualization interface to an EAD finding aid that has been
transformed into Ted Nelson’s zz-structure. BigBag uses a
development of the XML zz-structure produced for London
Underground demo (see Section 4.3).

Electronic Editions of musical works. Archimedes [6] is a
project devoted to the preservation and the access to electro-
acoustic music documents. These documents cluster an ex-
tended set of data that provide essential insights in produc-
tion schemes and copy generations, and need to be preserved
and compared.
Archimedes proposes the application of a new actor-based
extension of zz-structures. The cooperation activity of dif-
ferent actor classes allows to create innovative, graph-centric
browsing perspectives for the users and to offer to them au-
thoring tools for the runtime creation of new virtual sources.

Personal information spaces.

In [9] the authors present an innovative architecture, con-
ceived in terms of a multi-agent systems and aimed at cre-
ating, managing and sharing personal information spaces.
Data and knowledge may be directly added by users, but
also collected and structured with the support of content
retrieval, filtering and automatic tagging techniques. Con-
ceptual spaces organize personal information spaces using
zz-structures, and propose, by means graph-centric views,
contextual interconnections among heterogeneous informa-
tion. The structure of each conceptual space, constituted
by a set of links to items (cells and edges) included into the
Knowledge Base and a set of private items, is stored into the
User Profile (UP). A UP is assigned to each registered user;
it is used to store, in addition to data representing user’s
conceptual spaces, user information collected both implic-
itly and explicitly.

Sentiment Classification. In [10], the authors consider the
problem of tracking the opinion polarity, in terms of positive
or negative orientation, expressed in documents written in
natural language and extracted from a heterogeneous set of
Web sources. More specifically, they focus their attention
on the movie reviews domain and are interested in evaluat-
ing the performance obtained by a set of high performance

opinion polarity classifiers for the Italian language. Clas-
sification of polarity expressed by the input documents is
achieved by means of several sets of specialized autonomous
or interacting agents, devoted, respectively, to document
gathering, classification and visualization. In particular the
results of opinion analysis are represented by means of a
graphical interface, where a multi agent based implementa-
tion of zz-structures is exploited to offer graph-centric views
and navigation of results. The specific experimental eval-
uation performed so far shows an accuracy level, which is
higher than previous results reported in the literature.

Associative writing tool. AWT (Associative writing tool) [31]
is a tool for supporting the writing process. Textual artifacts
are organized in different layers, have explicit links connect-
ing them, and implicit Xanadu links between their contents.
The tool supports spatial positioning of textual artifacts that
are stored in zz-structure cells, but depending on the type
of connections they can be atomic elements or parts of a set.
Table 4 summarizes all the known applitudes.

Applitude Chracteristics
Bioinformatics Workspace structure binding prediction
[22, 24] of new molecules, a Bio-

informatics Workbench
Grid models [13] Actor-based grid model
Cellular phones [24] ZigZag phone
Web-based education concept map model
[14, 5] e-learning
Virtual museum tours visualization/navigation
[15] in virtual museums
Archival finding aids [4] structuring/

visualizing archival data
Electroninc Editions preservation/access to electro-
of musical works [6] acoustic music documents
Personal information spaces creating/managing/
[9] sharing personal
Sentiment Classification [10] opinion polarity
Associative writing tool [31] writing process support

Table 5: Applitudes.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented a state of art survey of
formal descriptions, implementations and applications of zz-
structures. As we have shown these structures are widely ac-
cepted and adopted. Implementations have been developed
for different platforms (Windows, Linux, Mac), applitudes
have been designed in different fields, from bioinformatics,
to e-learning, etc.. In our opinion, the state of art is very
promising and implementations and applitudes of the future
promise to be very intuitive and accessible in different fields.
We hope this survey will stimulate further discussion on the
topic.
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